+HDU,W
State-of-the-art sound sensor with Proprietary Noise Reduction
(ANR) technology reduces on average 85% of unwanted
background noise and provides amplification capability when
WSYRHWEVIWSJX'PMRMGEP IZMHIRGIWLS[WMX WIEWMIVXSHIXIGX
HMJJMGYPXXSLIEVLIEVXWSYRHWPMOI7KEPPSTWESVXMGVIKYVKMXEXMSR
murmurs, as well as abnormal lung sounds. It all adds up to an
I\GITXMSREP PMWXIRMRK I\TIVMIRGI RS QEXXIV XLI IRZMVSRQIRX
compared to acoustic scopes.
5HFRUGLW
Capture a sound for later playback, for consults or when
recording patient notes.
6HQGLW

/LJKWZHLJKWDQGHUJRQRPLFDOO\GHVLJQHG
8LI 0MXXQERR )PIGXVSRMG 7XIXLSWGSTI QSHIP  MW HIWMKRIH
to easily fit into workflow. The traditional tubing design drapes
comfortably around the neck and folds easily into a pocket, and
it is similar to a cardiology-grade acoustic stethoscope in weight.
;MXL1¬0MXXQERRTEXIRXIHWSJXWIEPMRKIEVXMTWXLEXGSQIMRX[S
sizes for a custom fit, non-chill diaphragm for patient comfort, plus
digital audio technology, this stethoscope vastly improves on sound
assessment.

Works with your PC or Mac and on most popular video codecs including:

&PYIXSSXLXIGLRSPSK]EPPS[WJSVXVERWQMXXMRKWSYRHWVIEPXMQI
to PCs, which can be further analyzed, attached to medical
records or reviewed online with colleagues.
&RQ·UPLW
9WI EZEMPEFPI >EVKMW 'EVHMSWGER¬ WSJX[EVI XS LIPT HIXIGX
and classify suspected heart murmurs while assessing a
TEXMIRX  3V ZMWYEPM^I LIEVX ERH PYRK WSYRHW YWMRK >EVKMW
7XIXL%WWMWX¬ WSJX[EVI MRGPYHIH [MXL IZIV] 1¬ 0MXXQERR
)PIGXVSRMG7XIXLSWGSTI1SHIP8LIWIX[SKVIEXXSSPWGER
further enhance the auscultation process.

Available on
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3URSULHWDU\$PELHQW1RLVH5HGXFWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\ $15
w4EXIRXIH1¬0MXXQERR7RET8MKLX7SJX7IEPMRK)EVXMTWTVSZMHIE
GSQJSVXEFPIJMXERHI\GIPPIRXWIEP
w'VIEXIWEXMKLXEGSYWXMGWIEPJVSQEQFMIRXRSMWIIRXIVMRKXLVSYKL
eartip connections.

6WDWHRIWKH$UW6RXQG6HQVRU
LCD interface with backlight

w&YMPXXSWXVMRKIRXWTIGMJMGEXMSR

Increase volume

w7SYRHI\TIVMIRGIIUYMZEPIRXXS0MXXQERRGEVHMSPSK]KVEHIEGSYWXMG

4VIWW XS YWI &PYIXSSXL
record a sound, or customize
start-up
settings
with
screenguided assistance

stethoscope.
w8LIWSYRHVIGIMZIHJVSQXLIWIRWSVMWXVERWQMXXIHREXYVEPP]XSIEVW
through the tubing.

Reduce volume
4S[IVSRSJJ
Choose bell, diaphragm or
I\XIRHIHVERKI

)ULFWLRQDO1RLVH5HGXFWLRQ7HFKQRORJ\
w,IPTWVIHYGILERHPMRKRSMWIWGSQTEVIHXSTVIZMSYWIPIGXVSRMGQSHIPW
w0IWWHMWXVEGXMRKXLERTVIZMSYWQSHIPW
w0IXW]SYJSGYWSRGVMXMGEPWSYRHW

8SWR;6RXQG$PSOL·FDWLRQ
w)\XVEPMWXIRMRKTS[IV[LIR]SYRIIHMX
w,IPTJYP[LIRELIEVXPYRKSVFSH]WSYRHMWIWTIGMEPP]JEMRX
w)EWMIVXSLIEVWSYRHWSZIVVIWXVMGXMZIGPSXLMRK

Works with your PC or Mac and on most popular video codecs including:

Available on
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